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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a sufficiently differentiable vector field on R3 with a singularity 
at the origin and such that the k - 1 jet of X at 0, j, _ i X(O), is identically 
zero and j,X(O) # 0. In this context, an interesting problem is to find out 
if conditions imposed on the homogeneous vector field j,X(O) ensure the 
stability of X near the origin, in the sense that if a vector field Y, with 
j,_, Y(0) identically zero and j, Y(0) sufficiently near to j,X(O), has the 
same orbit distribution near the origin as X. 
The main sources for our problem are the works of Floris Takens [ 1 l] 
and Freddy Dumortier [4, 51 which are mainly concerned with 
singularities of vector fields on lK!‘. 
In 1981, M. T. Camacho [2] established that the set of vector fields 
having a Morse-Smale projection on S2 is an open and dense subset of the 
space of homogeneous quadratic vector fields on Iw’. Later she proved the 
finite topological determinacy and the stability of vector fields X on [w3, 
with jk- ,X(O) = 0 and j,X(O) having a Morse-Smale projection on S2 
without periodic orbits [3]. 
This last work includes a particular result obtained by D. Shafer [lo] 
for gradient vector fields on [w3. 
Now, in our work, using a different technique from that employed in 
[3], we extend the results of M. T. Camacho in order to include vector 
fields X whose j,X(O) projection on S2 has periodic orbits, only excluding 
the case involving a connection of saddle-type periodic orbits leading to 
moduli. 
Recently P. Bonckaert, et al. [ 11 showed that j,X(O) is topologically 
equivalent to X in a neighborhood of the origin, when X is a vector field 
on R3 satisfying our conditions, without excluding the connection of 
saddle-type periodic orbits; but they did not establish the stability as we do 
here. 
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1. DEFINITION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In order to state our result (Sect. 1.3) we will first put forward some 
notations, concepts, and general information. 
1.1. Topological Equivalence 
Let X and Y be two differentiable vector fields on R”, with a common 
singularity at the origin 0. We say that X and Y are topologically or 
Co-equivalent at 0 if there exist neighborhoods U and V of 0 and a 
homeomorphism h: U+ V that establishes an orientation preserving 
correspondence between the orbits of X and Y. 
If this homeomorphism also preserves the parameterization it is called a 
C O-conjugacy. 
1.2. Local Stability 
Let X$(W’) be the space of Ck-vector lields X on R’ such that X(0) = 0, 
endowed with the Ck-topology, and let M be a subspace of Xk,(R’). Then 
we say that X E Ml is locally stable in Ml at 0 if there exists a neighborhood 
V of X in M such that, for each YE V, X and Y are topologically 
equivalent at 0. 
1.3. Blowing-Up in Iw3 
Let S2 be the unit sphere on R3 and let 4: S2 x R3 be the mapping 
defined by 4(x, r) = TX. 
This mapping sends the sphere S2 x (0) onto the origin of R3 and 
establishes a diffeomorphism from S2 x R+ onto R3 - (0). 
It is well known that for every differentiable vector field X on R3 with a 
singularity at the origin, there exists a differentiable vector field w  on 
S2 x [w such that: 
(i) d$x,l(%(x, r)) = X(rx), Vx E S2, Vr E Iw. 
(ii) Qx, r) = rk ~ ’ - X(x, r), where k is the order of the first non-null 
partial derivative of X at 0. 
(iii) S2 x (0) is invariant under X. 
The vector field X is unique and is called the blowing-up of X at 0. 
1.4. Statement of the Result 
Let Mlk be the space of the vector fields X on R3 such that jk- i X(0) - 0 
and jk X(0) # 0, endowed with the Ck-topology. 
Let 6Qk be the space of the vector fields XE Mk, such that the blowing- 
up of X satisfies: 
(1) restricted to S2 x (0) is a Morse-Smale vector field. 
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(2) its singularities and periodic orbits on S2 x (0) are hyperbolic in 
s*x[w. 
(3) the invariant manifolds of the periodic orbits on S* x (0) inter- 
sect each other transversally in S* x R. 
THEOREM. Let X E 61k. Then there exists a neighborhood UJ of X in M, 
such that every YE U is CO-equivalent at 0 to X. Therefore the elements of 
6flo, are locally stable in Ml,. 
Remark. (i) The restriction of x to S* x (0) is identically equal to the 
restriction of Xk (X, =j,X(O)) to S* x (0) and the hyperbolicity in S2 x R 
of the critical elements of x on S* x (0) only depend on the homogeneous 
vector field X,. 
(ii) The theorem implies that every YE U is CO-equivalent to A’, at 
the origin. In particular, each XE 64, is finitely determined. 
(iii) The homogeneous vector fields belonging to k?lb, are stable in the 
space of homogeneous vector fields of degree k. 
(iv) The CO-equivalence at 0 between X and YE U will be the 
blowing-down of a Co-equivalence between B and P in a neighborhood of 
s* x (0). 
(v) Condition (3) is presumably essential, because if x has two 
periodic orbits o1 and q2 on S* x (0) such that wll(~,) and wS(cr2) have 
non-transversal intersection in S2 x R, then moduli exist for CO-equivalence 
at the level of vector fields w  defined on S* x R [7]. (It is, however, not 
clear what happens after blowing-down). 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We take XE hzb, and consider: 
2.1. Critical Elements 
We say that a critical element v of XJszX fol is of type v+ (type v-) 
or that it has positive sign (negative sign) if it is normally expansive 
(attracting). 
We denote saddles, sinks, sources, and periodic orbits of XI s2, (o) by 
s, p, f, and a, respectively. 
Let v, and v2 be two critical elements of XI s2, (o); we say that v, < v2 if 
W(Vl) l-l I z 0. 
The critical elements and the separatrices of xls2X io) divide the sphere 
in fundamental regions of type R, or R, as shown in Fig. 1 [8,9]. The 
cases in which the saddles coincide are considered to be of type R,. 
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FIGURE 1 
2.2. Fundamental Domains and Compatible Cross Section 
For each singularity v of x on S2 x (0) choose fundamental domains 
D”(v) and D”(v) of W”(v) and IV’(v), respectively. Also choose transversal 
sections C’(v) and C’(v) such that Cs(v)n W’(v)= D”(v) and Cu(v)n 
w(v) = D”(v) (some of these sets may be empty). (See Fig. 2) 
For each periodic orbit d of B on S2 x (0) take a transversal section 
C(a). 
Let nX(a) be the return map of x on Z(a) and take fundamental 
domains Ds(a) and D“(a) of Wyoc(a) and W&(a) on Z(o) [9]. 
We will suppose that for each 0 there exists r,>O such that nX(o) = 
XJC(a), where Xt denotes the flow of 1. 
We assume the following compatibility conditions among these elements: 
(i) For each singularity v, the borders of C’(v) and C”(v) are in 
correspondence by the flow. 
(ii) For each attracting periodic orbit 0 and for every saddle s with 
s < (T, there exists t, > 0 such that N,(s) := x,(C;(s)) c C(o), where C;(s) 
is shown in Fig. 3. 
For each repelling periodic orbit we have a similar situation. 
(iii) For each sink p and for every saddle s, with s d p, there exists 
t, > 0 such that N,(s) := X,(Cl;(s)) c C”(p) (see Fig. 4). 
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
For each sourcefwe assume the corresponding elements already defined. 
(iv) For the Poincare mapping P,: iJi c C(a,) --t L’(aj) between two 
periodic orbits ci and D] belonging to an R,, region, with rri < oj, we have 
Px( ui n Dya,)) c D”(cTj). 
2.3. Invariant Foliations 
(i) For every periodic orbit o of saddle-type and positive sign 
(negative sign) take in 2’(a) a stable (unstable) invariant foliation IF”(o) 
(F”(o)) CC 81. 
(ii) For every saddle s of positive sign (negative sign), foliate C?(s) 
(C’(s)) with one-dimensional leave transversals to D”(S) (D”(S)). 
If S< o (a <s) with 0 a periodic orbit of saddle-type, the foliation in 
C’(s) (C(s)) must be chosen in a coherent way with [F”(a) (IF”(o)); i.e., the 
image, under the flow, of each leaf of CU(s) (C(s)) on L’(a) must be 
contained in a leaf of [F’(a) (IF”(a)). 
(iii) For every periodic orbit o of saddle-type and positive sign 
(negative sign) take in Z(o) an unstable (stable) invariant foliation [F”(a) 
(V(o)) in a coherent way with the foliation described in (ii) and with 
D”(s+) (D”(s-)). Note that this foliation can be singular if there exists 
s < d (D < S) such that W’(s) (W(o)) intersects non-transversally to W(a) 
(l+‘%)) C71, (Fig. 5). 
FIGURE 4 
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Remark. The leaves of P(a) ([F’(O)) in (iii) cut the non-singular leaves 
of [F”(a) (P(G)) transversally. Each singular leaf is cut in a unique point by 
the leaves of [F”(o) (P(o)) [7]. 
(iv) For each pair of periodic orbits (oi, aj) belonging to an R,,- 
region, with cri < crj and gi of saddle-type, we consider that P,(M,) c II”( 
where Mi = Ui n U,, DU(a,j F”,(a,) (F”,(a,) is the leaf of P(oi) at x); similarly, 
if oj is of saddle-type. 
2.4. Construction of the Equivalence 
The vector field XIs2, {,,) is Morse-Smale. Then 
(a) there exists a neighborhood UJ of X in m/Ilk such that for all YE UJ, 
YE tik, 
(b) there exists g a CO-equivalence between xjs2X (o) and p(s~, Ioj, 
with g close to the identity, and 
(c) for all critical elements v of Xls2, (oj sign v = sign ij, where 
C = g(v) [6,8]. 
Take YE U and consider the corresponding Y-sections, domains, and 
foliations as above. 
(i) For each saddle-type periodic orbit cr+ (c-) let h” (h”) be a 
homeomorphism from W(a) (D”(o)) onto D”(a) (D”(c)). 
This homeomorphism establishes a correspondence between the leaves of 
(F”(o) ([F”(o)) and the leaves of P(5) (F”(d)). 
(ii) For each saddle S+ (s-), let I?’ (I?“) be a homeomorphism from 
D”(s) (D”(s)) onto D”(S) (D”(S)) such that 
h”(D”(s) A (P x (0))) = D”(F) n (P x (0)) 
in a compatible way with the homeomorphisms defined in (i); i.e., for each 
XEW(S) (xEP(s)) belonging to the negative (positive) orbit of a point 
FIGURE 5 
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y~C(c), k’(x) (p(x)) must belong to the negative (positive) orbit of 
a point j E Z(5), where F;(Z) = h”(F;(a)) (F;(e) = h”(F;(a))) if s+ < cr+ 
(s- >o-). 
If cr <s+ (s- <c), with 0 a saddle-type periodic orbit, the homeo- 
morphism ti” (h’) determines a correspondence between the singular leaves 
of 5”(a) (IF”(a)) and the singular leaves of IF”(Z) (P(5)) [7]. 
(iii) For each saddle-type periodic orbit 0 + (a- ) let F’ (F”) be a leaf 
of P(o) (IF”(e)) not in S* x (0). (The foliation P(o) (P(o)) may be 
singular.) 
There is a homeomorphism h” (h”) from a fundamental domain of F” (F”) 
onto a fundamental domain of FS (p”), which is the leaf associated to F” 
(F”) under the homeomorphism defined in (i), compatible with &” (h”) if 
s- <o+ (a- 6s’). 
By a fundamental domain of F” we mean here a subset of F” such that 
projected on H’&(a) it is D”(o). 
Considering the leaves’ intersection, a homeomorphism h: Z(a) + C(e) 
that conjugates nX(a) with rcY(S), is defined [6,8]. 
(iv) For each saddle S+ (s-) a homeomorphism h”: C”(s) + C’(S) 
(h”: C(s) + C(5)) is defined in a compatible way with the preceding ones 
and with the foliation of C”(S) (C(s)). This homeomorphism is extended to 
a neighborhood V of s by the arc length method (method non-strictly 
necessary in all cases) [7]. 
Now we extend these homeomorphisms to a neighborhood of the 
fundamental regions in S * x [w + . 
(v) For each saddle-type periodic orbit 6, we considered all 
fundamental regions having cr as a vertex. 
Let us assume that 0 = cr+. Let si, . . . . S, be the saddles such that si< 0 
and the points zi= wU(s,) n P(a), i= 1, . . . . n, are contained in the same 
connected component of D’(a), denoted by D”,(o) and N,(si) n N,(sj) = 4 if 
j+i. Let No= (UXED;coj F”,(a)) n U, where U is a neighborhood of D;(a) 
in Z(a) such that N,(si) c U, i = 1, . . . . n (Fig. 6). 
&(a) is homeomorphic to an interval. Then an order is definable on it 
such that z,<z2< ... <z,. 
There is a differentiable function ~1,: D:(o) + R such that 
(1) c&)=0 if a<pgb, 
(2) O<cc,(p)<z, if b<p<c, 
(3) a,(c) = z, where t, is the period of 0 and a, b, c are as in Fig. 6. 
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FIGURE 6 
Now let 
rL7 = u x - (Is + z&T:(p))(P), 
PEN, 
where rrS,: C(cr) -+ W&Ja) is the projection along the leaves of P(a) [see 
Fig. 71. 
Remark. The bump function a, allows us to construct a fence r, 
such that C~(s,)cr,, i= 1, . . . . n, and r,n (S* x (0)) is a closed curve 
surrounding cr. 
The homeomorphism h, defined on Z(a) is extended by the flow to 
u X-,(P). 
PEN, 
O<r<r,+a”(n;(p)) 
In order to simplify the exposition let us assume that all the remaining 
vertices of the R,-regions with r~ as one vertex are sources fi, . . . . . f,,. 
FIGURE 7 
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Let Z(fk) be the part of 8,, (cS(&)) located over the considered regions 
(tk defined in Sect. 2.2). [See Fig. 7.1 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
For every x E S* x I&!: belonging to the negative orbit of a point of r,, 
and belonging also to the positive orbit of a point of U;= i ,Z’(fk), we define 
h(x) by using arc-length. 
Next by means of the flow, we define h on 
,<v< lk x--rV(fk)), Vk = 1, . . . . n . . 
For the case of having an S* x [W,+-repelling periodic orbit ek instead of 
a source fk, the construction of the equivalence is similar. 
Let us consider now the second connected component D;(o) of D”(a). If 
there are saddles s such that W‘(s)nD$(o) #d, then it is the same case 
above. Otherwise e belongs to an R,,-region and we have two cases: 
(1) cr<u+ or f + < CJ+. The construction of the homeomorphism is 
well known (Morse-Smale situation) [S]. 
(2) f - < g+. The construction of the homeomorphism is included in 
the preceding developed case. 
(vi) For regions not having a saddle-type periodic orbit as vertex, 
the construction of the homeomorphism is straightforward. 
(vii) The homeomorphisms can be extended to the whole of c”(p), 
C’( f ), and Z(a), for every non-saddle-type periodic orbit (T, if necessary. 
(viii) For each periodic orbit rr, the homeomorphism defined on 
Z(a) is saturated by the flow to a neighborhood of u. 
(ix) For each source, the homeomorphism defined on C’(f) is 
extended to a neighborhood off; by using the arc-length method if f = f - 
or by conjugation if f = f + ; analogously, for every sink p. 
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